Tattoo
Artistry

COURSE GUIDE

Tattoo
Artistry

LINE ARTISTRY p3
COLOUR & SHADE p4
TRIBAL ART p5
WHIMSICAL p6
PORTRAITURE p7

TAT-120

four week program

Line Artistry
Today having "ink" is so much a part of
our culture! But tattooing is so much
more about the art and the passion of
creating something special for your
clients. The fundamentals in tattooing
basics are the lines that we create. The
lines that capture the images and the
stories we want to tell through our body
art. Although the tattoo industry is
deregulated this series of courses will
focus on proper sanitization, best in
practise shop standards, excellence in
tattoo basics, machinery and how to
create your designs both with stencils
and how to apply fine art techniques to
custom design.

COMPLETE KIT
INCLUDED

Colour &
Shading

The second course in our exciting line
up of body art tattooing certifications is
our shading program. This is a
cumulative course that will be open to
students that have completed our level
1 - lines and stencil program in body
tattooing. This shading program
focuses on how to fill in the designs that
you have learned to create and how to
add colour and depth to your designs.
This program will help you take your
tattooing theory to the next level.

COMPLETE KIT
INCLUDED

TAT-132

four week program

COMPLETE KIT
INCLUDED

Tribal Art

Tribal tattoos are a special category
of body art that is very popular and
implies a specific style. These are
thick heavy lines and require
specialized techniques to ensure
evenness and continuity. Also having
a proper historical knowledge
concerning various styles of tribal
tattooing around the world and their
meanings. This will add to your
specialization as a tattoo artist and
allow you to offer a comprehensive
tribal style within your studio.

TAT-216

two week program

TAT-224

four week program

Fantasy Art
Whimsical body tattoo artistry is
more of a fine detail and fine art
style approach to tattooing. This
style of art is very popular with
female clients and lends itself well
to our large female demographic of
students here at EBI. This program
was designed to teach the art of
beautiful tattoos that offer an
ethereal aesthetic for the client.

COMPLETE KIT
INCLUDED

Portraiture Art
Working with images of people can be
one of the most challenging styles of
tattooing to learn. The artist must have
the ability to create the mirror image of
the portrait given to them by their client.
This can also be a highly rewarding style
of body art. Often reflecting loved ones
and very special memories for your
clients. We suggest a high level of natural
artistic ability for the student that desires
to take this program.

COMPLETE KIT
INCLUDED

TAT-310

four week program

FINANCING AVAILABLE

Apply Today!
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